Three Kingdoms’ Leaders & Leadership (Liu Bei and Zhuge Liang Chapter) 三国 (刘备与诸葛亮篇)

Date: 26 July 2019, Friday

Time: 9:00am – 5:00pm

Venue: RENDEZVOUS HOTEL SINGAPORE
9 Bras Basah Road
Singapore 189559
(near Dhoby Ghaut NE6, Bencoolen DT21 and Bras Basah CC2 MRT Stations)

Cost: $480.00 ($513.60 inclusive of GST) per participant

Registration:
Registration should be made through HRMS Learning Hub.
(Course ID: ASK3ZL)
Or download the registration form from our website: www.asktraining.com.sg.
(Terms and conditions apply.)

During the Three Kingdoms (三国) period (220-280 AD) in China, warlords fought amongst themselves and outwitted each other for sovereignty and land in China.

The realization of the three kingdoms (曹魏 Wei, 蜀汉 Shu and 东吴 Wu) became ultimately a competition of supreme leadership skills.

This seminar approaches the concept of leadership from the valuable insights gained during Sanguo Zhi (三国志, The Three Kingdoms Era). You will study leadership style from the 2 prominent figures, Liu Bei (刘备) and Zhuge Liang (诸葛亮), and analyse their value proposition which is still relevant in today’s context.

What You’ll Take Home

Upon completion of this seminar, you will be able to:

- Understand the leadership style of Liu Bei & Zhuge Liang, both are the most prominent figure from the Three Kingdom.
- Compare the leadership style with some of the modern ones prevalent today.

Seats are filling up fast! Don’t miss out!

Door Gift
Zhuge Liang Figurine
16GB Thumb drive

Contact us:
Ms Susan Koh/Ms Zenn
DID: 6484 6723
Fax: 6567 3283
Email: information@asktraining.com.sg
Outlines

Sanguo Yanyi versus Sanguo Zhi
(“三国演义“与“三国志”)

History in Brief (Liu Bei & Zhuge Liang)
- The Battle of Red Cliff (赤壁之战)
- The Battle of Yiling (夷陵之战)
- Zhuge Liang’s Northern Expeditions (六出祁山)
- Cao Cao(曹操) versus Liu Bei(刘备)
- Zhuge Liang(诸葛亮) versus Sima Yi(司马懿)

Leader – the CORE of the Management Team
Appointing the Right People to the Right Role & Places
Succession Planning

Testimonials

- This was one course that I enjoyed thoroughly, for the content, for Anson was very well-versed on this subject and made the course an interesting one relating it very well to the modern day context.

Thank you so much to Anson for introducing this part of Chinese history and pitching it at the right level. I was raving about being a mix of Cao Cao and Zhuge Liang characteristics to my Chinese colleagues. They were certainly very intrigued by all my sharing.

Mrs Renuka Thanabalan
Deputy Director (2)
State Courts

- I have learnt the five things to tell my employees on making the transition. You need “Acting” skills to play your role right, this is very important.

Anson is very knowledgeable and passionate about the subject matter. He can quote Three Kingdoms Era like a guru. Solid!

Mr Jonathan Sun
Deputy Team Leader
Ministry of Manpower

Speaker

Anson Ke has gained vast experience during his formative years in the manufacturing industry. His matured leadership style has allowed him to spearhead major challenging projects.

He also developed a strong passion in wanting to share his work experiences with others. To pursue this passion further, he switched his focus to full time training 10 years ago.

He is ACTA (Advanced Certificate in Training & Assessment), DACE (Diploma in Adult and Continuing Education) & MOS (Microsoft Office Specialist) certified. He has developed and customized courses for the Ministries such as Singapore Custom, ICA, MHA and MINDEF etc. In the private sectors, he has conducted training for Hewlett Packard, Ascendas, Sengkang General Hospital Pte Ltd, Goldbell Group and Bank of America etc.